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Why are we having this conversation?

• Planning for the next decade requires consideration of 

what and how we measure ocean parameters

• Flagged in IMOS funding guidelines and IMOS Strategic 

Plan 2015-2025:

– “Evolve established capability in response to scientific and 

technological developments, and performance and delivery”

– “Continue to evolve the observing system in response to national 

priority setting”

• Improvements flagged at technology and system level



IMOS by Numbers 2016

• Culmination of a decade 

of community effort

• Built on existing (e.g. 

moorings) and 

introduced new platforms 

(e.g. gliders, AUV)

• Increasingly harmonised 

sensor payloads and 

data formats



IMOS @ Day 1



Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths

● Using existing capabilities enabled rapid development of usable data 

products

● Robust cogs meant that the IMOS “system” could emerge

● These cogs were relatively resilient allowing IMOS as a whole to 

weather uncertain funding cycles

Weaknesses

● Some missteps

● Limited innovation in some data acquisition - new sensors unable to 

easily integrate into platforms, efficiencies

● Limits ability to keep up with the world inhibiting ability to be strategic



Will it be

● More of the same?

● Different/more parameters?

● Different/more locations?

Community driven, user 

focused

IMOS by Numbers 2025 



If IMOS does not change 

between now and 2025 at 

technology and system level, we 

run the risk of reduced 

international relevance & 

competitiveness

But how much change is 

enough and what changes are 

the most important?

And if IMOS 2025 = IMOS 2016?



Benefits of a system-wide strategic approach

● Technology foresighting in the marine and parallel industries

● Updating tech trends in key capability areas for IMOS 

stakeholders

● Technology trials and sharing performance reports

● Capturing and sharing lessons learnt

● A community-owned process to integrate new technologies 

without disrupting time series

Continue to generate marine information for enduring use



IMOS 2025

• Even closer engagement with users and 

stakeholders

• More operational models

• Increasingly automated data analysis pipelines

• Real-time decision-support tools

• Increased collaboration/cooperation



Case studies

WQM’s

● Adopted with full evaluation

● Difficult to maintain and support

Wireless Sensor Networks

● Technologically robust but uptake low

● Users mostly disconnected from IMOS 

● Focused on coastal, not ocean - an outlie



Why have an IMOS Technology Framework?

● Risk management e.g. technical risk spread beyond Facilities

● Standardised assessment of cost-benefit across IMOS

● Australia-wide technology integration considerations

● Technology trials relevant to numerous regions

● Transition process of proven new technologies into IMOS

● Small up-front cost will reduce long-term cost and risks



● Controlled and transparent procedures

● Mature technology before introduction into service

● Testing and proof of performance sign off on equipment 

performance prior to acquisition at scale

● QA systems in place to build into IMOS data QC

● Australia wide performance and reliability statistics to drive 

future acquisition decisions

What would an IMOS Technology Framework 

look like?



Directly measured

Derived

Could be derived

Relative estimate

Uses versus Users

Considering impact, 

what variables are the 

most important?



How could we proceed?

● At its simplest, we could simply acknowledge existing efforts 

and harmonise them

 Common processes, champion at each node / facility

 Common understanding of “operational”

● A task team or a working group

● Advisory to the Board

● At its most elaborate, we could establish a dedicated Facility



Questions for the community

1. Does the community want a strategic approach to 

integrating new technologies/platforms into the system?

2. What benefits do the community see in integrating new 

technologies?

3. Resources are limited and finite. How might we use new 

technologies to grow the pie or allow us to do more?

4. What does the community not want done in this space?


